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	Learn the latest principles and certification objectives in The PMBOK® Guide, (Fifth Version), in a unique and inspiring way with Head First PMP. This book helps you prepare for the PMP certification exam using a visually rich format designed for the way your brain works. You'll find a full-length sample exam included inside the book.


	More than just proof of passing a test, a PMP certification means that you have the knowledge to solve most common project problems. But studying for a difficult four-hour exam on project management isn't easy, even for experienced project managers. Drawing on the latest research in neurobiology, cognitive science, and learning theory, Head First PMP offers you a multi-sensory experience that helps the material stick, not a text-heavy approach that puts you to sleep.


	This book will help you:

	
		Learn PMP's underlying concepts to help you understand the PMBOK principles and pass the certification exam with flying colors
	
		Get 100% coverage of the latest principles and certification objectives in The PMBOK Guide, Fifth Edition
	
		Make use of a thorough and effective preparation guide with hundreds of practice questions and exam strategies
	
		Explore the material through puzzles, games, problems, and exercises that make learning easy and entertaining



	Head First PMP puts project management principles into context to help you understand, remember, and apply them—not just on the exam, but also on the job.
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Who's Got Your Back: The Breakthrough Program to Build Deep, Trusting Relationships That Create Success--and Won't Let You FailCrown, 2009

	Disregard the myth of the lone professional “superman” and the rest of our culture’s go-it alone mentality. The real path to success in your work and in your life is through creating an inner circle of “lifeline relationships” – deep, close relationships with a few key trusted individuals who will offer the...
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The Full Stack Developer: Your Essential Guide to the Everyday Skills Expected of a Modern Full Stack Web DeveloperApress, 2018

	
		Understand the technical foundations, as well as the non-programming skills needed to be a successful full stack web developer. This book reveals the reasons why a truly successful full stack developer does more than write code. 

	You will learn the principles of the topics needed to help a developer new to agile or full...
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Designing a Structured Cabling System to Iso 11801 Second Edition: Cross-referenced to European Cenelec and American StandardsWoodhead Publishing, 2002
This book is presented as an aid for information technology (IT) managers, consultants, cable installation engineers and system designers who need to understand the technology of the subject and the vast panoply of standards that accompany it. The book is a design manual for structured cabling and explains the terminology and physics behind the...
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Essential Windows Communication Foundation (WCF): For .NET Framework 3.5 (Microsoft .NET Development Series)Addison Wesley, 2008
“Whether this is the first time or the fifty-first time you’re using WCF, you’ll learn something new by reading this book.”
 --Nicholas Allen, Program Manager, Web Services, Microsoft

 

Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) is the...
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MySpace For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
"I mentioned earlier the phenomenon that is Dummies and here is an example of just what it does best." (The Bookseller, Friday 14th March 2008)     

       MySpace has more than 100 million active users. For many of them, MySpace is their central hub for connecting and communicating. They come to meet new people, keep...
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JavaScript by Example (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2010

	The World’s Easiest Java Script Tutorial–Fully Updated!


	 


	JavaScript by Example, Second Edition, is the easiest, most hands-on way to learn JavaScript. Legendary programming instructor Ellie Quigley has thoroughly...
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